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ESMA Consultation on MiFID II / MiFIR
Consultation Paper [ESMA/2014/549] & Discussion Paper [ESMA/2014/548]

Dear Sir or Madam,
the bwf is a nationwide trade association representing the common professional
interests of securities trading firms in Germany on a national and European level.
In this capacity, we expressly welcome the opportunity to participate in ESMA’s
consultation on MiFID II / MiFIR.
While we expressly acknowledge ESMA’s endeavour for a detailed and structured
consultation approach and we are well aware that the legislative timeline does
not lie within ESMA’s responsibility, we must also note that for smaller associations like bwf, a careful and comprehensive analysis of 844 pages of consultative
documents with 860 dedicated questions asked, could not have been accomplished with reasonable diligence within the available timeframe. Therefore, we
could only answer a very selective set of questions and consider the overall circumstances of this consultation to be is highly dissatisfying and inappropriate
taking into account the importance and potential impact of this far reaching legislation.
According to a statement given by ESMA in the course of the public hearing hold
on this issue on the 7th and 8th of June 2014 in Paris, it took ESMA about a year to
prepare for this consultation while stakeholders were given only ten weeks to
analyse and to respond to ESMA’s proposals. Even though ESMA had a significant
longer period of time to draft the consultation, the text is not free of error: in Paragraph 4 of Chapter 4.2. CP ESMA suggests to add “OTFs” to the list of venues
where unexecuted limit orders on shares could be transmitted, while the option
of OTFs for equities was deleted from the Level I text completely. We think that
this easy to detect mistake clearly exemplifies the inherent dangers of “fast track
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legislation” which impairs legislators and stakeholders alike and therefore should
be necessarily avoided in the future.
This said, we are pleased to present our responses to ESMA’s consultation- and
discussion paper for which we have used the dedicated reply forms provided on
ESMA’s webpage. Furthermore, bwf did participate in a joint petition together
with German exchanges which is titled: “MiFID II technical standards on “market
maker agreements” and “market maker schemes” must not impair long established,
legally sound and liquid “Hybrid” Market Models which in particular fulfil the needs
of retail investors and SME-issuers”. All documents mentioned above, together
with this cover letter, will be transmitted using the upload functionality on
ESMA’s webpage.
We kindly ask ESMA to take our consideration into account in the course of finalising its technical advices and drafting its Consultation Paper on future technical
standards for MiFID II. We also would be very pleased to discuss with you and
further elaborate any of the issues addressed in our responses.
Yours sincerly,

Michael H. Sterzenbach
Secretary General
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